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Retro-Fitting an Urban Green Space
In Dennistoun, Glasgow- by John Duffy

Re-greening of rear gardens and alley

New wildﬂower meadow
Railing removed and green edge pulled closer
Garden set-backs re-instated
Retention pond + aquatic ﬂora & fauna

Figure 1-02 Space as existing

Neighbourhood growing area
Community growing cafe

Re- greening main urban street corridor

Figure 1-01 Project Concept

1.Introduction
The climate emergency has rightly focused our attention on the quality and quantity of green spaces that are available
to our citizens. Over and above the need to address the pressing global issues – we ask the question-are they vibrant
places, do they address the communities need to come together, to play, to enjoy being outside? What is clear is that
existing green spaces need to work harder- both for the local communities and for the environment.
1.Executive Summary
In the context of recent efforts by the local authority to encourage locals to bring forward ideas for the improvement of
every district in the city, a site is identiﬁed within Dennistoun to be retro-ﬁtted and a vision and strategy proposed for its
implementation.
Recent proposed developments in the immediate neighbourhood will increase the area’s population, its connectivity to
the city centre and ultimately the neighbourhood’s proﬁle within the wider city. The project looks to create an integrated strategy which will increase the utility of the space for its local inhabitants, create a civic focus for markets, meetings
and the enjoyment of public space. It further aims to increase the bio-diversity of the space, augment habitat value for
species and looks to adopt strategies beneﬁcial to stormwater management.
2. Introduction -A background
Dennistoun is a thriving working-class neighbourhood in the East-End of Glasgow with a population of around 11,000.
Planned in the mid-19th century in response to the city’s rapid economic and population growth it was originally conceived as a moderately priced competitor to the growing middle-class western suburbs of the city.By the 1890’s the grid
of streets as can be seen today had been established and today 4 broad sub regions within the neighbourhood can
be discerned; Westercraigs (The Conservation Area); the ‘Drives’; the plain artisanal tenements south of Duke St almost
wholly owned by Reidvale Housing Association and to the western ﬂank brick and render tenements built in the 70’s.
Given the utilitarian layout of the tenements, only small pockets of formal public open green space exist, and there is an
absence of formally planted street trees. The repetitive stone-built tenements are relieved only by the presence of small
set-back front gardens which are bordered in the main by hedgerows and which often support shrubs and trees of various kinds both self-seeded and formally planted. The overall effect is one of solidity and utility but has none of the grand,
formal mature tree planting typical of Glasgow’s west-end and southside suburbs which were built at the same time.
The sub-neighbourhood of Craigpark with its terraces and villas has 3 private gardens which were laid out to address
the adjacent 2 storey terraces. Even today these are all gated and access is only available to residents and businesses
with a key. The main street, Duke St, is almost entirely devoid of any greenery save for one of the private garden spaces
bordering Annﬁeld Place. It is this space which is the focus of this study.
3.Existing primary, human, economic and policy system conditions
There is a dearth of centrally located, accessible and pleasant open, green public space in Dennistoun. There is a lack
of play facilities, for spaces for the elderly to sit, or mobility impaired or pregnant mums. For a neighbourhood of this size
there is in effect a lack of a public space which is focussed towards civic amenity; a space to linger, a space to see and
be seen and a space which relieves the utilitarian sameness of the Victorian tenement street corridor. There is also a
near complete absence of street trees to both urban main streets but especially Duke St.
The neighbourhood has experienced recent gentriﬁcation due to its proximity to the city centre, Caledonian
and Strathclyde Universities and the Glasgow Royal Inﬁrmary with many incoming young professionals. And while the
demographic may have changed, the area’s robust urban form has contributed to an enduring popularity. Furthermore, efforts to reconnect the area to the city centre along the western Duke St corridor has seen several projects being
brought forward with vacant and derelict land being redeveloped for new housing to cater to this new demand. The
area will therefore see increases in population and with that extra demands on infrastructure and resources. Viewed
through this lens, a sharper focus must be brought to bear on not only new developments in terms of sustainability and
ecology but also on existing spaces and how they might be adapted to offset the demands for water and fuel, or how
storm water can be better managed. On a public level, the need to provide functioning open space for all citizens and
focus for the community is enshrined in public policy.
4 Site Description
The site chosen takes a short transect through the neighbourhood with its focus on Annﬁeld Place and the private green
space which fronts the 2-storey Victorian Terrace. The transect extends to the back of these properties and adjacent
alley and down to the main street, Duke St. Several conditions are therefore addressed at several different scales albeit
within a short distance. The main green space which fronts the terrace consists of two roughly rectangular grassed areas
with a scattering of mature / semi mature trees. They are approximately 123m and 37m long by about 15m wide respectively and are enclosed by perimeter fencing which denies access to the public. The ground drops across the width by
about 1.2m. There are no ﬂowers or shrubs of any kind planted there.
The street to the front of the terrace is hardstanding and provides unmetered parking for the residents and businesses. Cars are generally parked nose to tail, 24/7. The terrace itself originally had set-back gardens but many of these
have been lost due to changes in tenure through the years with most of the occupiers of the terrace currently local
businesses. The rear garden plots to the terraces have been adapted to the needs of these occupier businesses and
progressively the gardens have been lost to extensions in their respective plots, and the introduction of hardstanding for
additional car parking space. The access alley to the rear is an unpleasant assemblage of broken footpath, recycling
and waste bins bounded by palisade fences and blank garage doors.
The main street, Duke St which runs adjacent to the 2 grassed areas is typical in its width for Glasgow with two central
carriageways and adjacent space for on-street parking. These adjacent corridors also provide lanes and stops for
local busses. Adjacent pavement consists of hardstanding alone and bounded by guard rails at the entrances to the
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Figure 1-06 Proposed New System Layers Transect

4 storey tenement ﬂats. The scale, space and greenery from the main street is notable against the
narrower corridor of the rest of the street and creates a gateway condition not just east west but also
north-south. As such it has the potential to be a space which works harder for its residents and for the
environment.
5 Vision
The vision takes a holistic view across the 3 transect zones; alley and back court; Garden set-back,
street and green and main public street.
It seeks to create a series of integrated public and semi-public spaces that begin to address the
need for a dedicated civic space in the neighbourhood. It addresses the dereliction to the rear of
the terrace plots and alleys and in turn aims to increase the viability of the rear of the plots. Finally,
it aims to begin to demonstrate how the main street might be adapted to include measures which
mitigate surface water ﬂooding, increase biodiversity and ultimately to augment street amenity.
6. Strategic Design & from the back to the front
The design in broad terms looks to

Address the dereliction of the alley
Re-instate the rear gardens to the terrace
Re-instate the set-back gardens to front of the terrace
Remove cars from Annﬁeld Place and barrier to the main green space. Occupy that space so it
becomes public space which is focused towards civic amenity addressing the very wet and cold
climate of Glasgow
•
Address Duke St introducing street trees and rain gardens
•
Finally, to bring a synergy to the system layers at play
The project proposes an ambitious series of interventions, but it is not intended that all systems in their entirety will be completed in one phase. The project therefore should be split into phases which can be accomplished as and when project conditions are feasible and favourable. Project inertia could be addressed in
the ﬁrst instance by a series of small interventions – parklets, closing terrace to trafﬁc, inclusion of awnings
that can demonstrate to stakeholders the beneﬁts of a wider intervention.
•
•
•
•

